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Abstract—Most hospitals have used a Hospital Information 

System (HIS) to help doctors, nurses, and staff in giving fast 

and excellent services. The data recorded by the system, 

such as diagnoses, medicines, and billing can be processed 

further to produce useful information. For example, 

medicine transaction records during a year can be analyzed 

to find out how many medical materials needed for 

tomorrow. This information can prevent the hospitals from 

scarcity of medicines and other medical materials. 

Considering its convenience and performance, in order to 

learn and analyze the data, most researchers used Python 

libraries that are very handy to run complex mathematical 

calculations. Therefore, this research develop an integration 

system to combine existing HIS implemented in hospitals, 

usually written in PHP code, with the need prediction 

module that has applied a deep neural network model using 

Python libraries. Rather than allowing direct call schemes, 

PHP and Python are interconnected through scheduled job 

schemes. Finally, the integration system is able to run 

properly and produce accurate prediction without bother 

HIS implementation.  

 

Index Terms—deep neural network, integration, python, 

scheduled job 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Health is a basic need of all humanity. Due to the 

importance of the need for healthy living, the presence of 

health support facilities, start from prevention to healing, 

become an absolute requirement. Support from all 

institutions providing health facilities such as clinics, 

health centers, and hospitals is needed to realize the 

good-quality health care. In addition to providing good 

facilities and infrastructure, the institutions must provide 

maximum health care and management. Using Hospital 

Information System (HIS) can be a good solution 

nowadays because it certainly help doctors, nurses, and 

other medical personnel in checking and treating patients 

[1]. Generally, HIS is developed on PHP platform 

because it is cheap, reliable, handy, and able to run on 

various computer machines. 

Although HIS has given great contribution, it has some 

shortcomings. One of them is the deficiency in preparing 

sufficient stock of drugs and other medical materials to 
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support maximum examination and patient care. If the 

amount of medicines stock or medical materials is 

insufficient, the service to the patient will be disrupted 

and it may lead to fatal consequences for the patient's 

condition. For instance, doctors run out of disposable 

needles so that patients cannot get treatment quickly. 

Considering the importance of the existence of medicines 

planning, the need medicines prediction system should be 

provided in the information system. Unfortunately, not 

many developers offer this functionality on HIS because 

it will consume high computation resources. Therefore, 

we need to combine the existing HIS that has been 

implemented in hospitals with the prediction modules of 

medicines and medical materials need that run separately 

on different servers. 

In order to create high accuracy prediction modules, 

this research utilizes neural network model with hidden 

layer architectures. The model is a complex mathematical 

calculation on matrix operation. Many researchers has 

implemented the model on Python programming 

language because writing mathematical code, especially 

matrix calculation is very simple and easy on Python. 

Indeed, this language is designed for writing complex 

logic with its clean and strict syntax rules. There are 

many python libraries applying neural network model 

that have been tested and widely used, such as 

TensorFlow, Keras, and so on. By using it, we can save 

more time to create deep neural network engine from 

scratch and focus more on the integration problem 

between HIS that run on PHP platform and prediction 

modules that are executed on Python platform.  

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

To facilitate further discussion, we introduce several 

theories and related works about Hospital Information 

System (HIS), system integration, deep neural network, 

and python library. 

A. Hospital Information System (HIS) 

Hospital Information System (HIS) is an information 

system used in hospital to collect, store, retrieve, and 

display all data and information about patient and all 

hospital resources [1]. The system is an impact of 

information technology development that grows rapidly 

which can assist organizations in providing services. 
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Clinic, finance, laboratory, pharmacy, and nurses are 

some divisions on hospital utilizing the system; the data 

saved into the system can be shared and used together 

among the divisions. 

Many institutions focus on studying and improving 

HIS in order to make the health system become more 

effective and efficient. [2] tried to identify existing HIS 

and its problems in 8
th

 health region covering 7 provinces 

in Thailand. The result shows that more than 90% of 

primary care units and hospitals that use many vendors to 

build HIS have an interconnectivity problem that makes 

users inconvenience. In other hand, [3] investigated 

cultural and environmental problems that potentially 

influence HIS adaptation in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

(KSA). The research made a requirement engineering 

process that can simplify the system adoption from South 

Korea into KSA. 

B. System Integration 

System integration is interconnectivity of computing 

components such as software, hardware, data, and 

communication so that the different components can 

work together [4]. The main reason why system 

integration is used is due to its capability to combine 

diverse knowledge bases and physical components [5]. 

Integration is usually needed in complex environment 

with various platforms and technologies that run alone so 

that these conditions complicate users when operating it. 

By integrating it with other systems, a system is able to 

collaborate and share information without boundaries. 

Consequently, the users will get competitive advantages 

without being confused by the complexity of the systems 

involved. For example, [6] developed an INS/GPS 

integration system which offered a high correction in 

vehicle’s navigation. Another example, [7] integrated the 

mobile restaurant information system with the parking 

management system and GPS navigating technology in 

order to enhance competition, increase operational 

efficiency, and performance. 

C. Deep Neural Network 

Artificial Neural Network, or so called Neural 

Network (without Artificial), is an engine that works 

based on the way of brain does a certain job [8]. For 

example, the engine is asked to classify objects into some 

categories or predict the next value based on the past 

values. The basic processing unit of a neural network that 

produce output based on its inputs is neuron [9]. In the 

network, output of a neuron is used as the input by other 

neurons so that it forms the interconnected neurons [10]. 

In mathematical terms, every neuron is a sum result of 

every input value multiplying with its weight. The result 

is then entered into an activation function to produce the 

output value. Thus, the function to calculate the output 

value of neuron k is: 

                         (1) 

where x is the input signal, w is the input weight, and m is 

the number of input [8]. The activation function widely 

used is tanh(x) function, but based on latest studies, 

researchers found that using deep neural network with 

Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) train is several times faster 

than  their equivalents with tanh units [11]. The ReLU 

activation function is formulated as follow. 

 

Neural network developed basically consist of three 

layers, namely input layer, hidden layer, and output layer 

where each layer has a various number of node or neuron 

[12]. Today, many researchers add the number of hidden 

layer in order to increase the accuracy of the network. 

The neural network with many hidden layers is called a 

deep neural network, as illustrated in Fig. 1. By utilizing 

many hidden layers, the network is able to analyze 

complex data to produce high accuracy prediction [13]. 

D. Phyton Libraries 

Python is a very popular programming language used 

for computational science calculations, as in the field of 

machine learning [14]. Writing code in python is quite 

easy and simple, especially in matrix calculations, 

because reliable libraries have been provided but the 

writing is very practical. For example, there is a Numpy 

library that is used for array calculations and operations 

or matrices, the Scipy library which is used for linear 

algebra and statistical calculations [15]. 

 

Figure 1.  Deep neural network model [16] 

To simplify the use of deep neural network model with 

hidden layer schema, Google’s researchers presented 

TensorFlow and Keras library [17], [18]. The libraries 

have become very popular tools for deep learning 

enthusiasts because they give fast deployment of state-of-

the-art deep learning models along with state-of-the-art 

training algorithms [19].  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

HIS need to call the prediction module written on 

Python code in order to run and show the prediction 

results. Generally, developers use the direct call in the 

form of “exec()” function that is usually not active and 

forbidden from PHP code to execute python file. 

However, forcing to allow the use of that function 

probably make our system become vulnerable. For 

example, an unknown code that was successfully injected 

by hackers into a PHP file could execute malicious scripts 
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[20]. Considering the problems, we have to deactivate 

“exec()” function and avoid executing python file directly 

from PHP. As an alternative solution, we use the database 

system as a connector media to give information to the 

Python application about when the modules must be run. 

We propose a python scheduled job to always check the 

database to find out if there are new commands created 

and stored in it. 

A. System Overview 

In the cloud server running HIS application on PHP 

Platform, we propose 4 modules for adding the medicines 

need prediction function. They are prediction setting 

module and prediction result module that run on PHP 

platform, and scheduled job module and prediction 

module that run on Python platform. For more details, see 

the system architectures in Fig. 2 below.  

 

Figure 2.  System architectures 

The prediction settings module serves to get setting 

data from users, such as at what time the prediction 

module will be run every day and how much data that 

will be trained. The setting data is then stored in the 

database. In order to fetch the outcome of the prediction 

of medicines need, the user calls the prediction result 

module that runs database queries, get the results, and 

return it to the user. Both modules are written on PHP 

code and saved in the HIS project application. 

In the other side, in the Python platform, there is a 

module named the scheduled job module, acting to 

retrieve the setting information from the database and call 

the prediction module based on the setting information. 

Then, the prediction module is operated by getting the 

training data (and last weighting values) from the 

database, processing it on the neural network model, and 

saving the result in the form of the last weighting values 

and prediction values. Because there are various types of 

medicines, the module process it one at a time based on 

their names instead of simultaneously.  

B. Python Scheduled Job 

At first, the scheduled job module has default setting 

that has been stored in its variables, such as at 12 am for 

calling prediction module daily and 1 year for training 

data amount. Before running the prediction module, the 

scheduled job module checks the database whether there 

are new changes for data setting. If so, the module will 

update its variables with the new setting and wait for a 

new execution time. If there is no change and the 

execution time has come, the module will call the 

prediction module. 

C. How It Works 

The Python application that runs alongside with PHP-

based HIS has a privilege to access and modify the 

database. When opening HIS through a browser 

application, the user can open the prediction result page. 

There the user will see the prediction of medicines need 

of today and tomorrow. Those prediction results are 

obtained from the prediction_result table in the database. 

Initially, the table is empty and then it is filled with the 

output of the prediction module that is called and 

executed by the scheduled job module. The execution of 

the prediction module and the writing of its results into 

the database is run automatically without being 

commanded directly by the user. Before customized by 

the user, the setting data has default values, those are 

“running_time: 00” and “training_data_amount: 12” 

which means that the scheduled module will invoke the 

prediction module every 12 o’clock at night and the 

prediction module will use the transaction data from 

yesterday until 1 year ago as the training data. If user 

want to change the setting, he can open the prediction 

setting page and update the initial values. The user can 

stop the operation of the scheduled job by setting the 

running_time value become null. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

In order to give a better understanding, we implement 

the proposed concept above on simple programming code.  

A. Scheduled Job Implementation 

This module is the main part of the integration schema. 

In order to ease the implementation, we utilize the 

Schedule library created by Daniel Bader [21]. The 

simple implementation written in Python code is as 

follow in Fig. 3. 

 

Figure 3.  Source code of scheduled job 
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B. Prediction Implementation 

This module is the main part of prediction system. 

Utilizing the TensorFlow, Keras, and Numpy libraries, we 

create the simple implementation written in Python code 

as shown in Fig. 4 below. 

 

Figure 4.  Source code of prediction module 

At first, we fetch all medicines data from the database 

and save it in an array named medicinesList. Because the 

list contains many medicines, we iterate it for processing 

every medicine one by one. In every iteration, basically 

the process consists of 5 stages, namely Data Retrieval, 

Data Preparation, Model Creation, Model Training, and 

Result Prediction. Each iteration is run to predict one type 

of medicine. Hence, the number of medicines variety 

determines how many loops will be done. 

1) Data retrieval 

First, we set up data training by taking the daily usage 

data of certain medications from the database, transform 

it into a Numpy array, and store it in medicinesHistory 

variable. The amount of data that we retrieve depends on 

the initial setting that we have saved in database. 

2) Data preparation 

After getting the raw data, we set it up to comply with 

our deep neural network model. Given the processing 

time and the accuracy, our model receives 14 data for the 

input with 2 hidden layers; each of them contains 15 

neurons. That means we will predict the next data by 

processing historical data for the prior 2 weeks or 14 days. 

Thus, the first 14 raw data will be set as training data and 

the 15th data is set as target data. Then, the next 14 raw 

data are taken from the first data until the 15th data, and 

the 16th data is set as the target data. And so on. Finally, 

the training data and the target data are normalized so it is 

worth 0 to 1. 

3) Model creation 

In order to build a deep neural network model, we 

utilize Keras library. We first create a new Sequential 

model object, then adding 2 hidden layers and 1 output 

layer with rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. 

4) Model training 

After the model creation is ready, we adjust it with the 

training data and the target data. Considering our 

previous experiments, we set the epoch parameter as 

many as 200 because the model has been stable with the 

epoch. 

5) Result prediction 

Training the model will produce the best neurons 

weight that is automatically saved in internal variables of 

the model. After that, we can predict how many 

medication is need for tomorrow by entering the last 14 

training data. The result generated is then denormalized 

to make it true value. Lastly, the prediction data is saved 

into the database. 

V.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The system that we have proposed above needs to be 

tested in order to determine its performance. 

A. Testing 

We checked the performance of the proposed system 

that has been implemented by running it on a localhost 

server. Integrating two systems that have different 

platforms on actual system may result a divergence from 

the development phase, therefore, we need to check the 

validity of the integration [22]. We tested it by running 

several activities as shown below in Table I. The 

activities were selected because they are the main parts of 

the integration schema between PHP-based HIS and 

Python-based prediction system. The results is very well 

because all function can be operated properly. 

TABLE I.  INTEGRATION TESTING RESULT 

 Activity Result 

1 Set up prediction parameter from HIS interface Run 

2 
The prediction module run automatically on 

specific time with specific parameter 
Run 

3 Get prediction result from HIS interface Run 

 

Then, we tested the prediction schema by checking the 

accuracy and the processing time of our model on certain 

medication. The historical medicines data trained were 

getting from a small clinic near research location. For 

example, we entered the daily need of vitamin C for the 

past 1 month in the prediction system. The device that we 

used for running it is MacBook Pro 2015 with 2,9 GHz 

Intel Core i5 Processor and 8GB DDR3 Memory. The 

device utilized macOS High Sierra and PyCharm 

Community Edition 2018 as the system development 

environment. 

While the system was running the training data, we 

watched resulted error values and processing times. 

Those values were then collected and shown in the form 

of line charts in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 below. After completing 

the training process, we then executed the prediction 

process with the same data as the input. The predicted 

values that were produced by the system were shown in 

Fig. 7 below and compared with the actual values that we 

got from the training data. Overall, the results, as shown 

in the pictures below, are great because the system can 

produce small error within fast processing time. 
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Figure 5.  Error per epoch of vitamin C need 

 

Figure 6.  Processing time of training the model 

 

Figure 7.  Comparation between predicted value and real value of 

vitamin C need 

B. Discussion 

Integration testing results above (shown at Table I) 

indicate that the existing HIS based on PHP platform is 

able to execute the prediction module based on Python 

libraries and get the prediction results without calling 

directly. This happened because of the scheduled job 

module that runs continuously to check if there is any 

pending job has not been performed. The pending job 

based on Python contains commands to execute the 

prediction module according to its parameter stored in the 

database (see Fig. 3). After executed, the pending job that 

will be deleted from memory creates a new pending job 

again with an execution time that has been defined from 

database, e.g. at 12 pm. So, when the scheduled job 

module finds the new pending job, it can be executed 

because it is not the time for the execution. As long as the 

scheduled job module keep running and checking the 

pending job in the background, this integration schema 

can work properly.  

The output from the execution of the prediction 

module is the prediction of the number of certain medical 

needs that are automatically saved in the database. The 

prediction result module that is part of the existing HIS 

has known the table and its schema in the database so that 

the module only fetch the data from the database and 

show them to users (see Fig. 2). Therefore, the users get 

the need prediction from the existing HIS without 

knowing that the prediction job running on the other 

platform. 

The prediction module can generate accurate results 

because it relies on deep learning model implementation. 

It has been proven that the model can solve many 

complex problems, especially that is related to 

forecasting and classification problems [23]. The 

presence of Keras and Tensorflow libraries based on 

Python makes the implementation process of deep 

learning become easier and simpler, with only a few 

codes. In addition to free to use, the libraries also provide 

a lot of complete documentation so that the utilization of 

deep learning model is more interesting and popular in 

software developers. 

In this study, we set up a deep learning model with 2 

hidden layers, each of them contains 15 neurons. The 

number of these neurons is obtained from the expansion 

from the input layer containing 14 neurons. The input 

layer represents the medical needs of previous 14 days or 

2 weeks which are used as a base for determining the 

future medical needs. For more details, see Fig. 8 below. 

By using this composition, the model is able to predict 

accurately in a short period of time. This happens because 

every neuron has multiple weighted connection to link to 

other neurons. This weight greatly determines the 

accuracy of deep learning. The more the number of 

weighted links in deep learning, the better the level of 

accuracy. However, this also means the processing time 

is slower. 

 

Figure 8.  The deep learning model used 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Based on the issue of scarcity of medicines and other 

medical materials, we successfully integrated existing 

HIS application with need prediction module. The 

utilization of the database management system and the 

Python-based scheduled job as the integration media 

makes users get useful outlook about medicines need 

without need to create prediction module from scratch. 

When tested on a real system, the integration schema run 

properly with high accuracy. Further, the system needs to 

be examined to test its reliability by executing as many 

predictive processes simultaneously to be able to analyze 

how robust the proposed system is. 
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